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BACKGROUND

q Unintended pregnancy, resulting from 
unmet need for contraception, threatens 
the lives and well-being of women and 
their families.

q 214 million girls and women have an 
unmet need for modern contraception.

q It is critical that  commitment to the 
rights based approach to family planning 
is not compromised by the requirement 
to scale up rapidly. 
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WHY IS QUALITY OF CARE IMPORTANT

q In the past , to improve maternal and child health emphasis 
has been
– To improve access, and 
– Ensure availability of medical care 

q The above mentioned aspects are “necessary, but not 
sufficient” - doesn't guarantee increased utilization of services 
or improved client satisfaction.

q Evidence is emerging that poor quality of care is the most 
plausible explanation for this reality
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QUALITY OF CARE: BRUCE AND JAIN FRAMEWORK 
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Fundamental elements of quality of care.  (Bruce 1990)
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WHO QUALITY OF CARE FRAMEWORK
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QUALITY OF CARE IN CONTRACEPTIVE PROGRAMMES 
USING HUMAN RIGHTS APPROACH
WHO is developing this body of work:

q To ensure women’s agency, autonomy and choice: 
Women’s right to choose  

q To accelerate progress towards attainment of 
international development goals and targets in sexual 
and reproductive health.

q To provide practical guidance on how to ensure and 
implement a rights based approach from a contraceptive 
programme design and management perspective. 
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BACKGROUND OF  WHO’S WORK ON CONTRACEPTION
q WHO’s work on contraception and human rights

– Ensuring human rights in the provision of contraceptive information and 
services: guidance for programmes

– Ensuring human rights within contraceptive programmes: a human rights 
analysis of existing quantitative indicators

– UNFPA/WHO Implementation guide for programmes
– Ensuring quality of care in context of rights based approaches
– Monitoring human rights in contraceptive services and programmes
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INDICATORS IN CONTRACEPTIVE PROGRAMMES USING 
RIGHTS BASED APPROACH
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GAPS AND CHALLENGES IN MEASURING 
CONTRACEPTIVE INFORMATION AND SERVICES

q Challenge of knowing when human rights are achieved in 
family planning programmes

q Indicators are generally outcome-driven, and are 
therefore extremely specific in what they intend to 
measure

q A rights-based approach to this work can take this 
further as it will look beyond just the outcome to 
examine the determinants and causes of the issues 
underlying the majority of indicators currently in use
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INDICATORS ON HUMAN RIGHTS AND CONTRACEPTION

o Indicators for monitoring rights in 
health programmes remain fairly 
novel

o A systematic way to explicitly link 
health concerns and human rights

o Accountability is central to 
ensuring that health and human 
rights standards are respected, 
protected and fulfilled
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ENSURING HUMAN RIGHTS IN CONTRACEPTIVE INFORMATION 
AND SERVICES: ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES

q Non-discrimination
q Availability
q Accessibility
q Acceptability
q Quality
q Informed decision making
q Privacy and confidentiality
q Participation
q Accountability
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Most commonly used tools for assessing quality in contraceptive 
service (e.g. DHS surveys or “Quick Inspection of Quality”) do not 
incorporate an explicit rights perspective. 
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PRIORITIZED “EXISTING” QUANTITATIVE INDICATORS 
(WHO, 2014)

1. Contraceptive prevalence rate (CPR)

2. Unmet need for family planning

3. Informed choice

4. Contraceptive service delivery points

5. Contraceptive method mix

6. Contraceptive users reporting privacy

7. Contraceptive user satisfaction with services

8. A system for quality assurance has been 

institutionalized
9. Facilities meeting quality of care standards

10. Contact of non-users with family planning providers

11. Contraceptive discontinuation due to lack of access

12. Ratio of the percentage of demand satisfied by a 
modern method in the poorest wealth quintile (Q1) to 
the percentage in the wealthiest quintile (Q5) –Q1:Q5
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IDENTIFIED GAPS AND NEXT STEPS

q The most relevant contraceptive 
indicators from a rights perspective, with 
particular attention to policy, user 
perspectives and qualitative 
methodologies

q Total of 85 suggested indicators from the 
plethora reviewed

q The advisory group prioritized 41 
indicators

(WHO, 2017)
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ORGANIZATION OF THE TOOL (WHO, 2017)

Advisory group prioritized 20 indicators from 
among the full set of 41 indicators. 
(1-20 : Must have, 21-41: Countries can opt for 
the additional  indicators)
Grouped into eight categories:
1. Ensuring access for all 
2. Commodities, logistics and procurement 
3. Organization of health-care facilities, 

outreach and integration 
4. Quality of care 
5. Comprehensive sexuality education 
6. Humanitarian context 
7. Participation by potential and actual users of 

services 
8. AccountabilityFilename 1616 Filename Indicators 1 -10
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Indicators 11 -20
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IN SUMMARY: 

q The goal is to strengthen policy and health systems’ 
capacity to provide quality contraceptive services as 
their contribution to meeting the unmet need for 
contraception using right based approach

q This work will help strengthen the quality of services 
in contraceptive programs and provide the national 
leadership the strategic direction to implementation 
and scale up
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